How to reach the ILO-Brussels Office
ILO Office for the European Union and the Benelux countries
rue Aimé Smekens 40
B-1030 Brussels
From the Airport
Our office is located between Brussels National Airport and the city centre of Brussels.
By taxi: a ride from the airport to the office takes 15 minutes and costs about € 25-30
By bus: You can take bus n° 12 (Monday - Friday) or n° 21 (Saturday, Sunday, holidays). Get off
at the fourth stop “DIAMANT”. The ride will take about 20 minutes. A ticket costs € 5 and
entitles you to one journey - you can buy it either in a kiosk or on the bus.
From the city centre or Brussels Central railway station
By taxi: Specify that the “rue Aimé Smekens” is located near the “avenue des Cerisiers”. This
street is better known. A taxi ride from the city centre to the office takes about 15 minutes
and costs approximately € 10.
By metro and bus: You can take any metro you want in the direction of “STOCKEL” or
“HERMANN-DEBROUX”. You have to get off at the station “SCHUMAN”. There you take the
bus n° 79, 12 or 21. Get off the bus at “DIAMANT”. Ask the driver to warn you when you
arrive at this stop.
By metro only: Take metro n° 1 in the direction of “STOCKEL”, get off at the station
“MONTGOMERY”. There, you switch lines and take tram n° 7 (direction “HEYSEL”) or n° 25
(direction “ROGIER”). Get off at “DIAMANT”.
From the “Brussels North” railway station
Tram: Take tram n° 25 (direction “BOONDAEL GARE”) and get off at “DIAMANT”.
From “Brussels South” railway station (“Bruxelles Midi”)
Tram: Take tram n° 3 (direction “CHURCHILL”) or n° 4 (direction “STALLE”) and switch at
“VANDERKINDERE”, where you take line n° 7 (direction “HEYSEL”) and get off at
“DIAMANT”.
From “DIAMANT” to the ILO-Brussels Office
At “DIAMANT”, when you get off the bus/tram, you will see cross-roads. Take the large
“avenue des Cerisiers”. The second street to your left-hand side is “rue Aimé Smekens”. The
walk will take about 7 minutes. Our office is located in the middle of the street at number
40. You will see the siglum of the UN.
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